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Hello Artists!  

 

Welcome to AP Studio Art: 2-D Design.  I am looking forward to working with you in September.  In order 

to make our time together next year as constructive as possible, I am providing you with assignments that will help 

set you on the path to a successful journey through this intensive yet rewarding course.  

When you develop your AP Portfolio next year, your completed portfolio will need a minimum of 24 

works that satisfy the requirements of the Quality, Concentration, & Breadth Sections of the AP 2-D Design 

Portfolio. Yes, that is a LOT of work! Do not be intimidated, however. Some of these summer assignments can be 

included in the “Breadth” section, so look at them as a way to lighten your work load during the school year. The 

summer assignments will also help to get you thinking about your “Concentration” section. One of the sketchbook 

items or formal projects might spark an idea you want to pursue in depth.  Great creative ideas can find their 

inspiration anywhere! 

Step One: 

Get a small sketchbook & a pencil. This doesn’t need to be fancy. Get one that’s small enough to keep in 

your handbag or your back pocket. Carry it with you when possible.  Draw in it, write in it, doodle in it, paint in it, 

glue things into it, change the way it looks to make it your own. At the end of the summer it should be a reflection of 

YOU and your experiences over the summer. Work in your sketchbook is an ongoing process that will help you 

make informed and critical decisions about the progress of your work. Your sketchbook is the perfect place to try a 

variety of concepts and techniques as you develop your own voice and style.   

 

Rules for working in your sketchbook: 

 Do not make perfect drawings. Make imperfect ones! Make mistakes. Let your hand follow your 

feelings, not what your brain is telling you to do. 

 Always fill the page you are working on. Go off the edges whenever possible. Do not make tiny 

little drawings in the center of the paper. Make every square inch count for something.  

 Always finish what you start, even if you don’t like the way it looks. Being able to rescue an idea 

from a bad beginning is an excellent way to build a creative mind.  

 Put the date on every page you finish.  

 Fill at least 20 pages, 10 in July and 10 in August.  If you want, fill every page.  

 Do not draw from photographs, magazines, etc. Draw from observation; things you see in the 

world. 

 Don’t be boring! Challenge yourself. Draw things and ideas that make you uncomfortable. Don’t 

worry about being judged. This is a college level art class.  

 Avoid showing your sketchbook work to other students unless you know they are going to 

understand what you are trying to do in your sketchbook. You don’t need negative feedback when 

you are trying out new ideas or experimenting. This is a place for risk taking. Don’t invite 

criticism unless you are confident it won’t derail your free spirit.  
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 Sketchbooks are due on the first day of class. You will receive either a complete or incomplete, 

not a letter grade. 

 

Step Two: 

Formal “Breadth” Projects (CHOOSE ANY TWO FROM THE LIST BELOW). These should be completely 

resolved works of art that demonstrate your best efforts. A full range of tones, values, light and shadow should be 

included where appropriate. Both Projects are due on the first day of class. 

On an 18 x 24 paper or canvas board: 

 Draw or Paint a monochromatic (tints & shades of one color) still life composition using at least 5 objects. 

 Draw or Paint the same still life in a realistic manner. 

 Draw or Paint a pair of shoes from an unusual angle of observation with other items.  

 Draw or Paint your friends involved in some kind of an informal activity: walking, reading, swimming, etc. 

 Draw or Paint a place in your home that is casual, or even messy. Open a cabinet or pantry door and show 

the interior to add interest to the scene. 

 Draw or Paint someone from life who is engaged an activity (reading, cooking, working in the garden, etc.)  

 Draw or paint a portrait of yourself by looking in the back of a spoon, and recreating your reflection with as 

much detail as possible, exactly as you see it.  

 Go outside and draw or paint a landscape in color from life. 

 Do a Portrait of yourself or another person in the style of another artist in which all formal aspects of 

design are emphasized- i.e. Monet/Impressionism, Matisse/Fauvism, Munch/Expressionism, 

Picasso/Cubism, Dali/Surrealism, etc. You may have to do a bit of research to understand the stylistic 

tendencies of these artists/ movements. 

 Do a graphite pencil drawing of your hands arranged in a variety of poses. You must carefully plan your 

composition in order for the separate units to work together visually. Include a full range of values, 

highlights and shadows. 

 

 

 

I look forward to seeing your pieces in September!  

 

Dr. Friedman 

 

 


